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submission from afar, especially one as
fervent as a new take an the traditional African slave trade, at the insistence of some
"Serenity Prayer."
Southern delegates.
Ironically, the concepts espoused by the
Therefore, I take pleasure in presenting this one from Charles (last name Declaration were nothing new at the time, and
withheld by request), a prisoner in
indeed, arose from English philosophers and
Texas'
political theorists themselves, especially as the
"ithibo rrre Fir herellilp to accept OI
flimsy 31 551,1st rbase, Fits corirritse Ago of Enlightenment began in earnest not long
to oljan5r tije things; 31 rouser urrept,
before the American Revolution. Abandoning
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t(soc People 0/ tjnh to trill herarier any claim based an the rights of Englishmen,
tljep piaecb inc off. OFten ijety nc in however, the Declaration put forth the more
be tartlill of tijr tare It step on tsbop,
fundamental doctrines of natural rights of all
an then rrrap be rorrirerteb to tue nec 31
men and of government under social contract,
linus to hive tomorrow."
ideas that were truly novel at the time. Thus,
Thanks, Charles! Allow roe to add a
fervent prayer of cry own, that I never the Declaration was an attempt to assert a
crone paths with you, or, if I do, that I now doctrine for the ages, one morally just and
dent pies you off. Don't write as,
politically valid. The right of the colonists to
Charles: we'll write you!
government ultimately of their own choice was
Uncle Abe, in His Own Hand,
Teaches Us Civic 101.

valid - and so too is that some right to this
very day.
Some of the phrases of the declaration have
steadily exerted profound influence in the
United States, especially the proclamation that,
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that
all 'nan are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among those are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness." This quote
usually omits the immediately following phrase
that finishes the point: "--That to secure these
rights, Governments are instituted among Men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of
the governed--That whenever any Form of
Government becomes destructive of these
ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to
abolish it..."
The Declaration cited notions of "despotism"
and "tyranny" that previously were not much
considered, and specifically decried incarceration other than for conviction of crime, and
expressly denounced "mock trials." which we
know all too well. Other phrases and assertions
boldy advance ideas that are sprinkled
throughout additionally, sowing seeds of inspiration for all humanity, such as: "to assume
among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the Laws of Nature
and of Nature's Sod entitle them"
Not to be ignored or reed lightly, knowing
full well that if the Revelation thus commenced
should fail, the heads of each signer would be
displayed in pikes in encampments of victorious enemy soldiers, the signers close the
Declaration with these solemn words: "And for
the support of this Declaration, with o firm
reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our
Lives, our Fortunes and our sacred Honor."
Signing followed, with John Hancock famously
signing first and in a centered location on the
page in large and clear lettering, explaining
that if the British came for him, he wanted no
mistake or uncertainty of his identity to intervene. We can learn much from such great and
resolute courage.
Almost immediately after the American
Revolution was over, the Declaration inspired
others elsewhere to overthrow 'their own
masters, for instance in France and only a little
later in the Hispanic colonies of the Americas.
Today, however, much of that noble luster
on the concepts advanced so heroically back
then seems tarnished by all of the vilifying
trash-talk that causes people in these United
States to study their neighbors with distrust of
suspected motivations. I draw to your attention that the stars on the flog depicted on this
page have fallen from their place in embarrassment to symbolize these United States

under such conditions of disunity and distrust.
The very fact that we now languish in (hi
Prison of the Fear and Loathing of Others be
speaks the willingness of the masses to forge
about constitutional guarantees that arose fro
those pre-Revolutionary abuses of that dicta
tonal government including Bills of Attainder
which then served the very some purpose a'
locking up those thought likely to cause troubls
or to violate lews, and abrupt and arbitrar
actions, including legislative acts and judicia
orders unjustified by the actual facts (giving niso
to the constitutional guarantee of substantios
due process).
If we are to keep our nation, we must all rioabove this fear and hatred of each other an'
accord to each ether brotherliness and pro
curnptive trust in one's presumed sanity and
good will. We cannot be constantly driven b
fears of imagined scary monsters in home
farm, whether suspected to be under the bed a
just around the corner.
Like Abraham Lincoln stated (see his person
ally handwritten text of that short speech on th
reverse side) when standing on the Settysbuni
battlefield in the Civil War that ultimately followed from that failure to initially condemn an,
abolish slavery, the nation is always subject ti
testing whether, conceived in liberty and equali
ty of rights, it can "long endure,"
We do not fool ourselves that our own plighr
will be more than "little noted" or "long rernem
bared," as Uncle Abraham lamented shout hi'
words. Not, do we claim pride in our criminal
deeds of our younger years, only in the distancs
and maturity that lies between then and new, awe yearn only for peaceable, law-abiding year'
with which to conclude our lives.
In this moment, we as a people have so pro
occupied ourselves with such fears and hatre
of conjured vile images of each other that w
have forgotten to take precaution against the
menacing malice of those despots in other lands
and their robotic followers who so clearly mean
our country harm, if not outright annihilation.
Thus, this is another such test of national
endurance - which it is reasonable to believthat we will face as a people urgently and lethally all tea soon, requiring heroic acts of that "Iasi
full measure of devotion." Dur enemies seek t.
continue and heighten our internal distrectio
and obsession with fears and hatreds of eac
other, to sap the unity so desperately needed ti
strengthen our defenses against those morta
enemies.
This then is the test. Let us all not fail it, sthat, when you hear the contrary Civil Defers;
announcement in deadly earnest, our govern
mont, of the people, by the people, and for the
people, shall not perish from the Earth.
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Karsjens: The
Amicus Cavalry
Rides to Our Rescue!

In the last edition of this newsletter, I
correctly predicted that, in support of the
request that the Supreme Court of the United
States ("0001U0' in media-speak) take up
consideration of that appeal, amicus curiae
briefs might be filed, including from the
ACLU, "a mental health organization," and
11
some libertarian organization, such as the
Cato lnstituto' Please note that I have never
spoken with anyone outside these fences
about that possibility.
In the most recent posting in the iParsjv'ns
case network space, three amicus curiae
briefs have now appeared. True to that
prediction, one is from the Cato Institute, a
second one from the Association for
Treatment of Sexual Abusers ("ATSA." a
"mental health organization," as predicted),
and the third from law Professor Eric Janus
and Attorney Richard Snyder of the
influential Minneapolis law firm. Fredriksun 8
Byron. It should be added that Prof. Janus co
-authored the 8th Circuit amicus brief with
the Minnesota chapter of the ACLU. Thus, the
view advanced in this third SCOTUS amicus
brief is essentially the view of the ACLU as
well, thus effectively fulfilling that prediction
as well, Three for three.
Although in that issue I lamented the extra
time required to get official permission by
SCOTUS to file amicus briefs, these briefs
are overwhelmingly worth it. They address
all of the legal and scientific points
underpinning our constitutional arguments in
Karsjens, but detail these points in ways
beyond our own briefing. Best of all, these
arguments are new coming from others having no vested interest in the outcome of
the case (unlike us), but instead simply
motivated by moral and ethical concerns
against the pure preventive detention that
MSOP comprises.
Most fascinating about the Janus-Snyder
amicus brief is the extremely unusual
endorsement by 25 additional professors,
mostly of law, but also including of
psychology, sociology, and philosophy, all

joining as additional amicus curiae in that
brief. It bears emphasis that a high
percentage of these 25 professors have
researched and written extensively in
Opposition to sex offender commitment..
Professors Cuculu, Demleitner, ElIman, Love,
Logan, Perlin, Slobogin, Stinneford. Vars.
Yung, and Limring are particularly famous in
this connection. Their approval of this
amicus brief strongly embraces the Karsjens
plaintiffs' position by implication.
The position taken by the Janus/Snyder
brief as best summed up by these excerpts:
'What was touted as o genuine civil
commitment program is, in fact, extended
punishment. The District Court found that
the Minnesota Sex Offender Program is
punitive scheme, because it eschews the
fundamental limits necessary for a bone fide
civil commitment program'
"The Court of Appeals did not question the
District Court's findings that the State
systematically thwarted the principle that
non-dangerous individuals must be released
from secure confinement. Yet, because it
judged this detention not 'egregious,
malicious or sadistic.' the Court of Appeals
absolved the State from any responsibility to
correct this constitutional defect."
'First, the Court of Appeals' decision
sharply departs from 40 years of this
Court's civil commitment jurisprudence and
decisions by multiple state courts of last
resort applying strict scrutiny analysis."
'Allowing the states to luck thousands of
people in secure, long-term confinement.
based on a fear of future crimes, these laws
directly threaten the integrity of the 'charge
and conviction' paradigm that epitomizes the
social contract limiting the power of the
government to curtail individual freedom.
Yet the rule announced by the Court of
Appeals obliterates any constitutional
oversight, allowing states almost at will to
establish and implement alternative systems
of justice, abandoning the hard-fought 'great
safeguards' surrounding the criminal law."
"The short of the matter is that Minnesota
has allowed politics, rather than the
durational principle, to determine whether
the liberty deprivation will continue or
diminish. (Pet.App. 148, 0.) Rejecting fixes
that would have facilitated the restoration of
liberty "without compromising public
safety" (Finding 58 (Pet.App. lol)). Minnesota
has permitted its decisions to fall under 'the
influence of public opinion and political
pressure on all levels of the commitment
process."
"The District Court found that MSOP has
the highest per-capita population, and the
lowest rote of discharge in the nation.
(Findings 26, 28 (Pet.App. 80).) Other state
50CC programs, dealing with similar (but
smaller) populations, have discharged (fully

or conditionally) hundreds, yet Minnesota
had fully discharged no one, and
provisionally discharged only three out of a
population that exceeds 700."
The Janus-Snyder brief agrees with the
Karsjens plaintiffs that strict scrutiny is
required, but adds that even satisfying strict
scrutiny would not suffice to legitimize
MSOP, since commitment to it is patently
"Punitive." noting Judge Frank's finding that
MSOP has been persistently operated in a
punitive manner.
The Cato brief also finds MSOP
commitment to be punitive in effect, citing
facts that (I) the individuals deemed to be
sexually violent predators face indefinite
detention with no hope of release; and that
(2) the absence of meaningful treatment
plans and regular risk assessments
distinguishes this regime from
constitutionally compliant civil commitment.
From this situation, that brief concludes that
MSOP commitment represents an
unrestrained expansion of government
power that converts a civil commitment into
an additional criminal sentence, but
observes that, if left undisturbed, the 8th
Circuit opinion would undermine SCOTUS
jurisprudence and would justify sweeping
exercises of governmental power.
The Date brief sums it argument up thus:
"Sex-offender laws have bared a hole in the
nation's constitutional fabric. As state and
federal governments expand that hole—
threatening to swallow other rights and
others' rights—this Court should intervene.
This case presents on important opportunity
to repair the damage done by the unfettered
civil commitment of sex offenders."
On the whole, the Data brief appears to be
even more assertive than the Janus-Snyder
brief on the point that the 8th Circuit's
position that strict scrutiny is inapplicable
effectively guts meaningful protection under
substantive due process for sex offenders,
but even more importantly, has no limits that
would leave such protection in place for
anyone.
The ATSA brief cites low recidivism rates
for sex crimes, and adds that re-offense
rates drop substantially as one gets older.
Hence, age-at-release is a powerful
determinant of one's level of probability of
sexual reoffending. Lastly, if an individual
has been offense free in the community for
ten years (at any age), there is no difference
between the reoffending risk thereafter
posed by an individual previously classified
as "high risk" and an individual classified as
"law risk." (This, incidentally, belies claims
that one's ID-year risk is double one's first-5
year risk; In fact the second 5 years has far
less risk, such that, at the end of that period.
there is no difference over low-risk sex
offenders.) Most significantly, the ATSA brief

(p. 18) admits that the claim of 80%
recidivism upon which the claim in HcKune v
ti/e of "frightening an high" recidivism rates
for sex crimes came from an article in
Psychology Today (a non-peer-reviewed)
mass-market magazine) with no source cited
by the author - in other words, sheer bunk.
This false characterization was the very basis
of the sing vote in Kansas v. Hendricks, and
was thus a complete misunderstanding of the
facts responsible fro legitimizing all MSOP and
similar commitments since 1997.
Most pleasing of all is that the brief by
ATSA implicitly savages MSOP 'treatment' and
its various conditions because they fail to
comport with ATSA specifications. About half
of the Clinical Dept. staff (including high-level
administrators) in MSOP are members of
ATSA. Hence, this amounts to a stinging
indictment by their own professional
association. Further, this disavowal by ATSA
of the MSDP treatment model and clinical
practices in place here sweeps away the one
defense MSOP Clinical stuff and
administrators had against professional
discipline by the Minnesota Board of
Psychology. Now finally seeing their careers
in jeopardy, such staff and their
administrative bosses may finally see that
things cannot continue as they have been any
longer.
Here's one sidelight that appears to imply
support for the view that these amicus filings
change the odds toward our favor: Judge
Frank has recently (that is, after filing of
those amicus briefs) entered an order
reinstating the stay on cases related to the
?tarsJsns case. It is unlikely that he would
have entered such an order if he did not now
deem the chances of review by SCOTUS to be
strong.
In sum, these three amicus briefs greatly
enhance our chances of grant of our petition
for SCOTUS review of the Karsjns case, and
for reversal of the 8th Circuit's ruling against
Judge Frank's favorable judgment.
** ** * * * **

Packingham
Is Not a
Hormel Product:
A Quiet SCOTUS
Decision Just Expanded
Your World.
In PacAi,gham v li/crib Carc/i?ra. The U.S.
Supreme Court ("SCOTUS") just unanimously
struck down a law in that state banning
registered sex offenders ("REDS") from using
any "social media" website on the Internet,
holding that the low violated the First
Amendment.
Lester Packingham was 21 years old when
(Continued on page 4)
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lesser standard, all eight participating This moans that those rights cannot be
justices concluded that the law want for denied to them on the fear that they might
beyond what was required to accomplish misuse them.
Of course, it bears emphasis that any
that protection goal.
While perhaps not the goal of the Court, such misuse will now almost certainly net
the facts that the lesser review standard one a double-digit sentence (serve 85%) in
was employed in flackhiham and that the a federal pen. 'Nuff said.
The only claim that hISfIP officials can
statute still failed to clear that constitutional
Many have lately been asking about the
hurdle, clearly signal that any ether or USE to justify Internet use regulation
future Internet restrictions against sax concerns the age-old goal of institution status of the "Wages case," seeking payment
offenders will also have grave difficulty security, Of course, this is a concern that of the confiscated half of our wages as
impacts telephone use as well, but no one MSOP's "patient workers" and an injunction
satisfying the First Amendment.
Several statements in the majority would contend that a ban on telephone use requiring future payment of full minimum
opinion will almost certainly prove crucial in could be justified. Hence, similarly, Internet wage to us for such work This includes both
deciding all manner of future cases ruling on access cannot he banned here under work for MSOP itself and also for Minnesota
Packkiyhsrn
State Industries ("MGI'), which operates the
such Internet restrictions:
Just as with phones, non-interruptive Industry shop hare and a parallel facility at
"With one broad stroke. North Carolina
bars access to what for many are the staff monitoring of one's Internet activities MSOP-St. Peter.
In the narrow sense, the answer is quite
principal sources for knowing currant will likely be permitted by courts. Blocking
events, checking ads for employment, sites purveying outright pornography will simple. The U.S. District Court has the
speaking and listening in the modern public also be permissible in concept, but the Defendants' dismissal motion under
square, and otherwise exploring the vast contention will probably center on what advisement. Were this all, a ruling on that
constitutes pornography.
motion might be onticipatable in about a
realms of human thought and knowledge."
In sum, the question is no longer whether month from now.
"Cyberspace in general" and "social
However, on the saying goes, something
media in particular" are "the most important Internet access will become available to us,
places [in a spatial sense] for the exchange but simply when and an what terms. The has come up. Last week David Jannetta and
of views" - something the First Amendment time for litigation on this matter appears to myself received on institution-mediated
be at hand.
phone conference call from David Gamble,
has always held most dear.
one of our Do-Plaintiffs in that case. He
Internet social media "can provide
reports
that, like all others working in MSOP,
perhaps the most powerful mechanism
he was given a form "Agreement" to fill-in
available to a private citizen to make his or
the blanks on and then to sign.
her voice heard."
Being exceptionally sharp-eyed, Gamble
"Even convicted criminals - and in some
noticed that the form mentioned the policy
instances especially convicted criminals that administratively allows for that partial
might receive legitimate benefits from these
confiscation of wages. Gamble told the staff
means for access to the world of ideas, in
person demanding a signature that it
In striking down this social-media ban, the particular if they seek to reform and to
appeared that signing that "Agreement"
High Court cited the extraordinary, sweeping pursue lawful and rewording lives,"
without reservation would be to effectively
consequences of such a ban:
Consider these three points highlighted by
agree to accept such half-wages.
'7 in ID American adults use at least one the Electronic Frontier Foundation ("EFF")
The staff person persisted in the demand,
about
the
importance
of
striking
down
all
social networking service.
stating that to refuse to do so would result
such
limits
on
sex
offender
communication:
•Dne. Facebook, has 1.79 b,iff?inactive users.
in termination from his job and ineligibility to
Digital liberty is a fundamental human
*All governors and almost all members of
be rehired until the Agreement were signed.
riaht
in
the
modern
aoa
that
all
People
Congress use social media to communicate
Creatively. David signed with a notation by
should enjoy.
with their constituents and to receive
his signature that it was affixed under
Government often imposes new
messages and requests from them.
"duress."
technological burdens on the "worst of the
'Such o ban can he judicially interpreted by
However, the staff person returned
worst," and then expands those burdens to
courts to apply to websites like
shortly, incorrectly stating that "duress"
other populations.
Amazon.com, Washingtoripsst.corn, and
only applied to threats of bodily harm. On
The government has designated nearly I
Webmdcom.
this erroneous basis, he again insisted that
million people as RSOs, including many nonJustice Kennedy's opinion spanks for five
Gamble sign without any such notation.
dangerous people.
members of the Court, while a concurrence
Gamble refused.
The High Court's focus an the convicted
opinion by Justice Alito was joined by
Two days later, Gamble received a staff
suggests that at some future point it may
Justices Roberts and Thomas. Justice
memo informing him that he was terminated
closely examine restrictions on Internet
Gorsuch, having joined the Court ton late,
from his lob, and that he would be ineligible
access for parolees and perhaps even for
took no part in the decision.
for rehire until he signed that farm
those still in prison. Across-the-hoard
Roth the majority and concurring opinions
"Agreement." Gambia did not do so, and the
Internet bans, such as that in place as to sea
assumed without deciding that the law was
aforesaid phone call ensued.
offenders on porolo, ore almost certain to
content—neutral, and thus applied a lesser
As Do-Plaintiffs, we discussed the
fall under the P8ch7ghll/wdoctrine.
standard than strict scrutiny", which only
possibility of filing a motion for a temporary
Those in MSOP were not committed as
required the State to prove that the law was
restraining order ("TRO") and a preliminary
punishment for crime. This is of crucial
narrowly tailored, not burdening
injunction (71") to force MSOP to restore
importance because, except for DOD
substantially more speech than necessary to
Gamble to his lob with hackpay and to leave
restrictions for those still under the parole
achieve the governments goal of protecting
him there at least until the case is
term of their criminal sentence, MSOP
children. Nonetheless, even under that
(Continued on page 5)
"clients" are just like any other citizens.

(Continued from page 3)
he had sex with a 13 year-ald, for which he
was convicted. Years later, at age 29,
Packiaghem, then living in Durham, ND,
logged onto his Facebook account to post
gleefully about a dismissed traffic ticket.
Little did he realize that Durham, like most
other municipalities in the state, had police
officers assigned to monitor the Internet
activities of all sax offenders residing there.
The officer found Packinyharn's account and
that post, and acted immediately, arresting
Packinghani and searching his home,
confiscating three cell phones, a thumb
drive, and a hard copy of his Facebook
profile picture. The North Carolina
prosecutor proudly declared that the State
had prosecuted more than a 1000 sex
offenders under the law between its 2009
enactment and Supreme Court oral
argument earlier this year.

The Wages
of Fear:
Fighting Back by
TRO&PI
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The hollow Men
By T.S. Eliot

(Continued from page 4)

concluded.
Understandably, Gamble was adamant
that merely acquiescing to the demand to
sign would result in MSOP later claiming
that, even after losing the wage case, it was
protected from having to pay Gamble by his
claimed agreement" to accept such partial
wages, with no recourse for the rest. In the
absence of any other resolution to this
dilemma, we mutually settled on proceeding
with a notion for that THU and P1.
Over the weekend, I prepared all of the
necessary documents. Jannetta and I will
have our respective supporting affidavits
notarized in the morning and then the
package will be mailed off to Bomb for
review, possible changes/additions, and
then signatures by all three St. Peter CuPlainitffs. This is where things stand at the
moment.
The facts of this situation seem strong,
and the law of injunctions appears to
support grant of injunctive relief in this
circumstance. Therefore, I have confidence
that this move will be successful, barring
dismissal of the whole case in the meantime.
Again. I remain confident that the case
will succeed in the long run. So I don't fear
total dismissal at this time. Even were that
to occur, I believe that it would be
overturned by the district Judge, or foiling
that by the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals.
For the time being, however, anything
further would be pure speculation. As this
development and our effort to seek relief
have impact on all MSOP patient-workers,
more news will be reported on this as it
becomes available.

For Those Who
Have and Those
Who Will: Amen
Editors hate: This famous poem, written in
1925 by one sometimes called the Father of
the Beat Poets of later yeras, seems tailormade to capture the plight of all growing
elder in MSOP and to vocalize the
perspective who have finally 'graduated
from MSOP treatment in the only way
possible: to die while still incarcerated here.
See if you agree. The timelessness of this
cry from the dried husks of once robust
sprouts is riveting.

MLsiah Kortz - he dead
Apenny for the il/difoy

We are the hollow men
We are the stuffed men
Leaning together
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!
Our dried voices, when
We whisper together
Are quiet and meaningless
As wind in dry gross
Or rats' feet over broken glass
In our dry cellar.
Shape without form, shade without colour,
Paralysed force, gesture without motion:
Those who have crossed
With direct eyes, to death's other Kingdom
Remember us - if at all - not as lost
Violent souls, but only
As the hollow men
The stuffed men.
11
Eyes I dare not meet in dreams
In death's dream kingdom
Those do not appear:
There, the eyes are
Sunlight on a broken column
There, is tree swinging
And voices are
In the wind's singing
More distant and more solemn
Than a fading star.
Let me be no nearer
In death's dream kingdom
Let me also wear
Such deliberate disguises
Rat's coat, crowskin, crossed staves
In a field
Behaving as the wind behaves
No nearer Not that final meeting
In the twilight kingdom
III
This is the dead lend
This is the cactus land
Here the stone images
Are raised, here they receive
The supplication of a dead men's hand
Under the twinkle of fading star.
Is it like this
In death's other kingdom
Waking alone
At the hour when we are
Trembling with tenderness
Lips that would kiss
Form prayers to broken stone.

lv

The eyes are not hero
There are no eyes here
In this volley of dying stars
In this hollow valley
This broken jaw of our lost kingdoms

In this last of meeting places
We grope together
And avoid speech
Gathered on this beach of the tumid river
Sightless, unless
The eyes reappear
As the perpetual star
Multifoliate rose
Of death's twilight kingdom
The hope only
Of empty men.
V
Here wage roijndthepr,'1lypear
Pri'klypearpr,'k/ypear
Here wage round the prh7kly pear
At five n'clnck/fl the morning.

humor (especially of the dry wit type) and
will show details as 'clients experience
them. Attention should be paid to client'staff communication, including the unique (to
soy the least!) use of language by Clinical
staff, and to the process claimed to
comprise phase progression," including the
myth of 'treatment completion" (also
showing the true reality in that regard) and
the rule of dead-end system actions, such as
packing CPS with release-ineligible Phase 2
'clients', and the rule of dead-end
administrative-judicial procedures such as
the SRB-SCAP review process - just to name
e few. The more things you can cover
(really, uncever) with parody and sarcasm,
the better for the enlightenment of all.

Between the idea
And the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the Shadow
For Th/'ve IS the Kingdom
Between the conception
And the creation
Between the emotion
And the response
Falls the Shadow
Z46 IS very bog
Between the desire
And the spasm
Between the potency
And the existence
Between the essence
And the descent
Falls the Shadow
For Th,ie Is the (A'igdom
For Thine is -Life is-For Thine is the -This As' the way /he world ends
This Is the way the world ends
This As' the way the world ends
Not with a bang but w1/ha wbfrnper.
** * * *

Contest
Announcement
We're holding a contest to sea who can
drew a flaw chart diagram that best depicts
the MSOP treatment process in all of its
convoluted, circular, endless glory. Think in
terms of a cross between the Sorry/game
board and the flowchart on the last inside
page in Wired magazine, only longer - much
longer. (Lengths of 4 to 10 pages will be
accepted. Please prepare your entries by
computer, Chart object H font size are up to
you: however, small-but-readable should be
your guide.)
The winning entry will employ generous
5

Overall, a candid, scathing depiction of the
stymying complexity of both the treatment
design and the real practices deviating from
that design is a strong goal to achieve. The
role of numerous mumbo-jumbo concepts
that have no actual role in recidivism
reduction and which only serve to confuse
and tie 'clients' in knots and to send them
revolving and spinning foster than some
subatomic particles should be illustrated.
The winning entry, and possibly one or
more amusing runners-up will be published
in one or more issues, as may be merited, on
these recycled pages (Do you really know
where your TP goes?) As the sole awards,
the winner (and possibly other participants
showing a flair for independent thought and
amusing expression) will be credited for
their entries (unless anonymity is
requested), and will receive earnest
consideration for their future submissions
for possible publication. As inspiration, we
close with a stanza from an old Scottish
hymn:
"Grant us wisdom, grant us courage,
That we fail not man nor Thee."
So write like your life depends on it.
Truer wards were never printed.

(Continuer/from page 5)

The Impact of the
Karsj ens Findings of
Fact on Gladden:
A Statute Not Fulfilling Its Claimed
Interest Is Unconstitutional On Its Face,

Editor's Note: Right now, the 17/add.eo case,
challenging the very basis For sex offender
commitment itself under Minnesota's
SPP/SDP law, is on a stay recently renewed
by Judge Frank, along with numerous other
cases that are 'related" to the Karsj'ns
case.
Even if the Karsjmvscase is nut taken up
by the Supreme Court or ends in a SDtITUS
affirmance of the 8th Circuit holding adverse
to us, some aspects of the Ar.ieiis findings
still support the il/addan allegations. The
following excerpt from the 6'/adoirn proposed
Third Amended C.ump/a/ot contains one
category of this support from Kersjans
In 1984, MN legislators claimed that two
goals were the target of the SPP/SOP law
then proposed: preventive detention (which
they obscured as "public safety") and
"treatment" of assumed mental disorders
and of claimed lack of self-control over
"sexual impulses."
As the excerpt below shows, an actual
lack of a true mental disorder or of
uncontrollable impulses reduces
commitment to pure preventive detention to
avert deliberate, fully controlled sex crimes
- on unconstitutional means of recidivism
prevention.
The law they passed, as judicially applied
over the years since than, simply does not
comport with the requirement for at least
"substantial difficulty" in controlling such
sexual impulses, nor does it even truly
confine itself to actual disorders.
Even beyond that, the claimed
"treatment" provided by MUOP to those
committed under that law is so incorrectly
aimed and so egregiously ineffective as
merely to be a cover for an undisclosed,
underlying, continuing aim to keep all of its
detainees committed until they die. This is
the essence of the low's unconstitutionality.

So rand all about it:

maintain safety in local communities while
containing the sexual predator.
Unfortunately, most of these debates are
premised upon incorrect facts and
spurious data that have been distorted
and skewed to support political agendas
that respond to - or perhaps in some
cases, incite - community outcries for
retribution."

"88/18811 v Wa//stat, 2015 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 125909 (ED. Wis., 2015), paints out
that if the legislative intent for a given
measure was to enact a regulatory
scheme that is civil and nanpunitive, a
court must nonetheless dig deeper to
determine whether the statutory scheme
is so punitive either in purpose or effect
as to negate the intention to deem it civil.
8a//eau acknowledged that, as a general
matter as to laws with no apparent
punitive effect, only the clearest proof
that a law's effects are punitive will
suffice to override legislative intent and
transform what has been denominated a
civil remedy into a criminal penalty.
However, held Be//sea that heightened
"clearest proof" burden makes sense only
when the evidence of legislative intent
clearly points in the civil direction,
8e//eaois distinct in that it concerned
a requirement to wear a "UPS" ankle
bracelet. However, as a generally
applicable principle, it points up that the
fact that the State's primary purpose is
to protect the public does not mean that
the regulatory schema it created does
not constitute punishment. What the
State actually does to a person must
matter more than its intent, whether
stated or unstated.
"The primary form of punishment
that sentencing courts impose for
serious criminal offenses today is
deprivation of the offender's liberty.
Depriving an offender of his liberty not
only serves as punishment, it also
insures that the public is protected
from him. In fact, protection of the
public is one of the central purposes
all courts consider in imposing a
sentence for a crime. Whether a
deprivation of liberty is motivated by
an intent to punish for a crime or an
intent to protect the public makes no
difference to the parson whose liberty
is restrained. It is for that reason that
courts do not stop with intent but also
consider the effects of the regulatory
schema on the offender."

Kimberly Aessler Ferzaiz writing in
"Beyond Crime and Commitment:
Justifying Liberty Deprivations of the
Dangerous and Responsible," 96 Mfrmn. 1.
Paw, 141 (November 2011), offers these
thoughts, which are suitably introductory
to the allegation of the Gladden Comp/efo
pp. 141-42' ...With respect to
responsible actors, the State can use
the criminal law. It can punish the
deserving for the commission of a
crime. For a responsible agent, the
State should net intervene in any
substantial liberty-depriving way prior
to his commission of an offense for
fear of denying his autonomy. The
State must respect that a responsible
agent may choose not to commit an
offense. It cannot detain an actor for
who he is. It must wait to see what he
will do. Thus, to the extent that we
have preventive practices that do not
lit either model, these mechanisms
are typically condemned as unjust.
..."[limpaired selfpp. 43-44'
control is not a "diagnosis" or a
"mental disorder" that makes sax
offenders different from ether
criminals -- it is precisely what makes
them similar to ether criminals." And
Stephen Horse denounces the 'mental
abnormality' criterion approved by the
Supreme Court in Kansas w Crane and
Kansas Y. llendri'ks as 'obscure,
circular,
and
mostly
incoherent.'
(Stephen ,J Morsa
"Preventive Confinement of Dangerous

Heather E//i L'oco/o II /Iithae/ I.
Sex-Offender
Par//a
"Preventing

Recidivism
Through
Therapeutic
Jurisprudence
Approaches
and
Specialized Community Integration," 22
Temp. P,71 Ci'v /?ts. 1. Pen I (Fall 2012), at
p. 2, aptly observes that, "Currently, an
ether population is more despised, more
vilified, mere subject to media
misrepresentation, and more likely to be
denied basic human rights. Endless
emotionally charged debates have
ensued, focusing on how to ostensibly

Offenders." 32 J Z. Had 9Eth1's58.

50(2004).) The message scholars
are sending is clear: prevention and
punishment are two distinct practices,
but in both instances, the State is
failing to maintain the clear
boundaries between the two.
pp. 153-55'
mental
...[TIha

abnormality condition does no
distinguishing work. Kansas's definition
for mantel abnormality is a "congenital
or acquired condition affecting the
emotional or volitional capacity which
predisposes the person to commit
sexually violent offenses," but as
Stephen Nurse notes, "the definition is
simply a (partial) generic description of
all behavior and it is not a limiting
definition of abnormality." [A(orse
stipra note 3. at 62.1 Moreover, with
respect to the lack of control criteria,
there is a significant injustice at work
here. The detainees in Crane and
Hendr,L'ks were sex offenders who had
already been punished. If they could
net control their conduct, then, as a
normative matter, they should have
been excused. The question of
rationality should remain the some -- if
these actors are sufficiently rational to
choose to act, then they can be
punished, but they cannot be detained.
If they are sufficiently irrational that
they ought to be detained, then they
cannot be punished. The State should
not be able to inconsistently maintain
that these actors are responsible so it
can punish them, and then based on the
some facts, also maintain that they are
non-responsible so it can detain them
pest-punishment, The State should be
required to pick one View: either
responsible and punishable or nonresponsible and detainable.
Christopher Slebogin offers a
criterion of "undeterability" for the
pure prevention model. This model
includes not only those who truly do not
understand the nature of their acts but
also those who knew they will be
punished but act anyway. The latter
category includes everyone from those
who kill abortion clinic doctors to
terrorists - "they know they will either
be caught or die, but are convinced
their ideological agenda justifies their
actions and glorifies their punishment
or death." .An Michael Corrado notes.
"Every criminal takes a chance that he
will be apprehended and punished. How
great must the chance be before he
moves from the category of the
punishable into the category of the
detainable?" Indeed. Alec Welen odds,
"it is simply false that those who cannot
be deterred because they are more
dedicated to committing a crime than
to avoiding punishment are outside the
ranch of the criminal law."
pp. 56-57:
The use of "naked
statistical evidence" may also be
normatively problematic. "A piece of
evidence is nakedly statistical when it
(Continued on page 7)
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applies to an individual case by
affiliating that case to a general
category of cases." [Alex SteL'z
Foundations of Evidence Law 43
(2005).] The sort of evidence
presented against a criminal
defendant points to facts - the
defendant can dispute those facts by,
for example, painting to evidence that
raises doubt as to whether he was
present, or had the mental state, or
lacked a justification. On the other
hand, naked statistical evidence does
not point to anything that a detainee
can disprove. An eighteen-year-old
African American men who is
unmarried and unemployed is
statistically more likely to offend than
a forty-five-year-old, married soccer
mom. The man cannot disprove that
he falls within this class - the
statistics do it all. The evidence is
nakedly statistical because it is
"information about a category of
people or events not evidencing
anything relevant in relation to any
person or event individually." [lb/i/I
If all that the status or condition does
is make it somewhat more likely that
the individual will commit the offense,
then the State is still relying on
statistical evidence. Either way, it is
an impersonal prediction....
[emphases supplied]

Mary Prascot/ Invasion of the Body
Snatchers: Civil Commitment after Adam
Walsh," 71 II P/it Z. Hey. 839, 848-49
(Summer 2019). observes, "In effect,
the mental abnormality language is
circularly defined
collapsing all
badness into madness; it is neither
medicine nor science; it is legislative
legerdernain" (quoting Stephemi A.&rse,
"Fear of Change, Flight from Culpability,"
4 Psycho/ Pub. Po/'ySL. 250. 281 (1998))
and noting, at p. 861: "the circularity of
the term 'mental abnormality,' because
the 'abnormality is derived from the
sexual behavior which in turn is used to
establish the predisposition to other
sexual behavior."
At footnote 70,

Prescott explains further thus;
Because the goals of sex offender civil
commitment legislation are grounded in
bath medicine and law, it is unhelpful to
base a statutes reasonableness solely on
language. when the reasonableness of the
language necessarily depends on the
quantity and quality of its medicinal
counterpart. ...Critics tend to lament the
circularity of the term 'mental
abnarmality," since "the abnormality is
derived from the sexual behavior which in
turn is used to establish the
predisposition to other sexual behavior."
Hobart 4/ We/Isle/n "A Psychiatric
Perspective on Washington's Sexually
Violent Predators Statute," IS Puget
S'aundt. Hey 597, 902 (1992)."
EPIC S ,Janus S Wayne Logeiz
"Substantive Due Process and the
Involuntary Confinement of Sexually
Violent Predators," 35 Cann. Z. I/er. 318
(Winter. 2003), explain the constitutional
requirement of treatment as a main
justification for sex offender commitment
thus;
"Hendricks made
lot p. 348);
no effort to distinguish 'mental illness'
from mere 'disorders.' The latter are
simply declared by unscientific fiat and
are highly controversial....[un the
absence of any scientific basis for
such fiat-decreed 'disorders,' the
rationale for treatment that exists in
patently disabling mental illness simply
does not exist: at best those
committed due to such claimed
'disorders,' whose only 'symptom' is
commission of a crime/crimes, are
merely 'politically ill.' Thus, all that is
left is the claim that the State has an
interest in protecting the public from
'dangerous' individuals by confining
them. This, of course, is simply pure
preventive
detention,
simply
proceeding under a false rubric of
'commitment'."
The
"no
(at p. 347):
punishment" principle emanates
directly from the central command
that "civil" commitment not be
"punitive." To ensure compliance with
this command, the Court has
historically employed the test first
enunciated in Kennedy v MendozaNart/iiez [372 U.S. 144 (1983), where
the Court invalidated a federal law
because it deprived an individual of
citizenship as punishment, but did so
without providing the strict procedural
protections of the criminal law, [Id at
83-841 The Court identified a variety
of factors to be considered in judging
whether a non-criminal sanction
betrays a forbidden punitive purpose.

Two of those factors are especially
relevant here: "[W]hether an
alternative purpose to which it may
rationally be connected is assignable
to it, and whether it appears excessive
in relation to the alternative purpose
assigned." [Id at 198-89]
The
"alternative
(at P. 344
purpose" in civil commitment (in
addition to incapacitation) is
treatment. Treatment is the
alternative purpose the state must
pursue to establish the bone fi'des of
its non-punitive commitment regime.
For instance, in A//en v ///i'iois- [478
U.S. 364 (1989)1. the Court addressed
a "first generation" SVP law..., and
emphasized that "the State serves its
purpose of treating rather than
punishing sexually dangerous persons
by committing them to an institution
expressly designed to provide
psychiatric care and treatment." [Id
at 3731 Hendricks is quite consistent
with this view, and lower courts
consistently cite "treatment" as the
purpose
that
redeems
the
constitutionality of SVP laws. [See
Kansas r. Handri'ks. 521 U.S. 349. 397,
noting the state's "obligation to
provide treatment for committed
persons."); see also ti/at 371 (Kennedy
concurring)
(denominating
the
absence of treatment as an "indication
of the forbidden purpose to punish");
Id at 383 (Brayer, J.. dissenting)
(asserting that a "statutory scheme
that provides confinement that does
not reasonably fit a practically
available, medically oriented treatment
objective, more likely reflects a
primarily
punitive
legislative
purpose"). Also see: State v Posi 541
N.W.2d 115, 128 (Wis. 1995) (holding that
treatment for paraphilias provides the
"medical justification" for Wisconsin's
SVP law); West t,. Manhd 814 N.W.2d 34.
40 (Wis. App. 2000) ("To be lawful, the
restriction on the involuntary
committee's constitutional rights must
be reasonably related to legitimate
therapeutic
and
institutional
interests."); see also I/h//tiger v
Watson 852 F.2d 775, 777-78 (9th Cir.
1981) (holding, with respect to sex
offenders incarcerated under a
"rehabilitative
rationale,"
that
"adequate and effective treatment is
constitutionally required because,
absent treatment, appellants could be
held indefinitely......)]
(at 348-49); In [roche, the
Court made clear that "mental
illness" (along with dangerousness)
was a constitutional predicate for
7

police power civil commitments. [Id at
80-8I]
Justice O'Connor, who in
concurring, provided the key fifth vote
for the majority in [coo/ia averred
that involuntary civil commitments
must
have
a
"medical
justification." [/d at 88) Otherwise,
she concluded. "the necessary
connection between the nature and
purposes of confinement would be
absent." [I/id]
(at 349):
In Handriks while
the Court disavowed the necessity of a
"mental illness" requirement per se,
instead condoning the statutory
11
criteria
of
mental
abnormality" [Hendricks, 521 U.S. at
358-59]. the Court insisted that the
Kansas SVP law employ some mental
impairment requirement.
"Describing the required, mental
impairment alternately as a 'special
and serious lack of ability to control
behavior,' and 'proof of serious
difficulty
controlling
in
behavior.' [Kansas v Crann 534 U.S.
407 at 413 (2002)]...
"In sum, the requirement that SVP
committees have a mental impairment
serves to substantiate the police
power right to treatment.,,"
Ostensibly, the non-punitive interest
claimed in support of the MOCTA of 1884
is treatment of the sex offenders covered
by that statute. However, as explained by
Jessi'a Morak "Resident Evil: A
Reformation of U.S. Civil Confinement
Law," 22 CardozoJ /nt?SL'omp. 1aw885
(Spring 2014):
pp. 895-97: The punitive nature
of sexually violent predator statutes is
readily visible when examining the
common requirement that offenders
must first serve out a criminal
sentence before ever being evaluated
as a candidate for civil confinement.
[citing State v Post score.
Abrahamson, J., dissenting. at 140
("Furthermore, because chapter 980
requires that convicted sex offenders
serve their criminal sentences before
being committed under its auspices,
the statute is inextricably linked to a
punitive purpose and effect,
notwithstanding
its
remedial
features.")] This practice purposely
delays the imposition of specialized
treatment until the offender's criminal
sentence is nearly complete. There is
no non-punitive justification fur first
initiating
civil
confinement
proceedings, and the imposition of
allegedly necessary treatment, years
after the criminal act requiring it
(Continued on page 8)

(Continued from page 7)
occurred, [Again citing Post ibid
('Why would a legislature with a
principal interest in treatment create
a statute deliberately delaying the
promised treatment and thereby
exacerbating the alleged ills which it is
designed to cure?)] It is difficult to
imagine that requiring a period of
incarceration first advances the
interest in treatment in any tangible
way, since prison is generally
considered a poor environment for
rehabilitation. [Hefldr,JRs. 521 U.S. at
326 (Brayer. J., dissenting) (the
Kansas statute specifically states that
"prognosis for rehabilitating in a
prison setting is pour."); Past ib/dJ
This purposeful delay seams
intentional. [llem7i"kks. supre, at 385
(Brayer, J.. dissenting) ('time-related
circumstance seams deliberate.").
See also hire Ysuag, 857 P.2d at 1025
(Johnson. 1, dissenting) ("The timing
alone is a strong indication that the
Legislature was less interested in
treatment than in confinement.')] It
enables the more punitive interest in
total and indefinite incapacitation to
overpower and dominate the civil
interest in treatment. [#endr,'ks. ibid
("An act that simply seeks
confinement would net need to begin
civil
commitment
proceedings
sooner."); /7 re Yau,'ig. ibid ("Although
the Statute provides for treatment,
this goal is completely subordinated to
punishment.")] In this perspective,
the practice begins to look more like a
statutory scheme simply seeking to
confine certain offenders when those
offenders become eligible for release.
[Ycurq Y. We.n'ttiiz 896 F.Supp, 744.
753 (W.D. Wash. 1990) (holding that
the punishment interest is advanced
when the "[s]tatuta forecloses the
possibility that offenders will be
evaluated and treated until after they
have been punished."); Iii pg Ynung
857 P.2d at 1025 (Johnson, J.,
dissenting) ("An individual's need for
diagnosis and treatment is never
sufficiently compelling under the
Statute until the individual is nearing
the end of his or her criminal

sentence,")]
Additionally, it is suspicious that
the offender contracts a newly
discovered mental abnormality, which
is now in dire need of treatment, upon
the imminent expiration of the current
method of incapacitation. [citing
Brayer dissent in Hendr,'ks 521 U.S.
at 3811. It is an utter fallacy to claim
that mental abnormalities, which
cause uncontrollable propensities to
commit future sexual offenses, are
identifiable only at the completion of a
criminal sentence. [citing Westan BOB
F.Supp at 753). Are these mental
abnormalities, which will propel an
offender to commit future sexual
offenses, absent when these sexual
offenses actually occurred in the
past? [Weston. BBB F.Supp. at 753
("Common sense suggests that such
mental conditions, if they are indeed
the cause of sexual violence, are
present at the time the offense is
committed.")] The reliance on this
circular logic by sexually violent
predator statutes supports the idea
that the Interest in effectuating
treatment is minimal, if not
nonexistent. Rather, a stated interest
in treatment enables the statutes to
he characterized as "civil," and
therefore isolated from the procedural
safeguards of ax post facto and double
jeopardy.
pp. 700-701: 2. The
Therapeutic Disadvantages of the
'Delayed Treatment' Scheme
As mentioned in the dissenting
opinion of Hendricks, delayed
treatment could potentially harm the
goal of administering effective
rehabilitation. According to Dr. Robert
Wottstein [fn. 289: ".an Assistant
Professor of Psychiatry at the
University of Pittsburgh School of
Medicine. Additionally, Dr. Wettstein
serves as cu-director of the Law and
Psychiatry Program at the Western
Psychiatric Institute and Clinic."], it is
much morn difficult to begin treatment
for the sexual offense years after its
commission than when treatment
occurs soon thereafter. [Robert ,tf
Irattste,'z "A Psychiatric Perspective
on Washington's Sexually Violent
Predators Statute." 'IS LtPugetSairnd
Z. Hex 597 (1282), at B17] The longer
the period between the commission of
the offense and the beginning of
treatment, the more opportunities for
the offender to distort the facts and
circumstances surrounding the
offense, which can serve as a
hindrance to the offender's ability to

take responsibility. 1/bR/i Additionally,
this lapse in time gives the offender
ample opportunity to formulate
justifications, excuses, and defenses
for his or her action. (/b/d) The prison
environment has been viewed, in
general, as non-conducive to
therapeutic purposes. [Hendr/iiks,
supra at 385 (Brayer, J., dissenting);
Wettstgi,i, supra, at 817 ("Few, if any.
correctional institutions are designed
to
function
as
therapeutic
environments, much less actually do
so.")] A prisoner feces stigmatization
and possible violence from other
inmates, by exhibiting any form of
'waakness,' such as engaging in
therapy, or simply disclosing his
status as a sexual offender. [Ibid]
Therefore, an inmate has no real
incentive to discuss or take
responsibility for his offense. [Ibid] If
there is a real and tangible treatment
aim embedded in the sexually violent
predator statutes, its mission is not
being effectively achieved by first
processing individuals through the
corrections system.

Even as to the claim that
incapacitation through commitment is
required and is nerved by commitment
under the MOCTA of 1994, that claim as
well has been soundly factually disproved.
Temara iff.e Lava II iustñr 4cCrerg 'Do
Sexually Violent Predator Lawn Violate
Double Jeopardy or Substantive Due
Process?," 72 8rook L. Rev. 1391, 1392
(Summer 2013) undertook to "question a
core empirical foundation for the Court's
holding in [Kansas vjllendrñ that SVPs
are se dangerous that they will commit
repent acts of sexual violence if they are
not confined. Our findings suggest that
SVP laws have had no discernible impact
on the incidence of sax crimes. These
results challenge the only constitutionally
permissible justification for SVP
legislation,..."
At p. 1392. Lava andHcLwryoontinue:
"In our analysis, we use original data
gathered directly from SVP states to
review commitments across the country.
Next. using panel data for the last few
decades, we examine the impact of SVP
laws on the incidence of sex-related
8

homicide and forcible rape. We also use
data collected in the National Child Abuse
and Neglect Data System (NOANDS) [San
Nat'l Data Archive on Child Abuse &
Neglect, National Child Abuse and Neglect
Data System (NOANDS). Detailed Case
Data Component (0000), NBACAN, http://
www.ndncan.cornall.edu/ndacanl
Data sets/Abstracts/
DatesatAbstract NCANIJS Beneral,html -hereinafter HANDS Date] to examine the
impact of SVP legislation on the incidence
of non-fatal child sexual abuse. Finally,
since underreporting poses problems in
accurately measuring the incidence of
sax crimes, we also examine gonorrhea
Iwtffs H 1111117117017 pi'oxy for the pre valence

ofsexu,v/thuse."

In their Conclusion (at P. 432). Lava
and Hc/rary report; "In this article, we
analyzed that theory from three different
perspectives. First, we ran a differencein-differences regression. We found that
there is no statistically significant change
in the incidence of sex homicide, forcible
rope, or child sexual abuse post passaqe.
We then ran a disparate impact analysis
and once aqain found that SVP laws have
had no noticeable affect on the rate of
sex killing, forcible rape, or child sexual
abuse. Finally, we analyzed whether SVP
laws have had an impact on the incidence
of gonorrhea, and we find that they have
not."
Based on these findings, Lava and
McCrarp at; 1402, conclude; "_.Overall,
our estimates are consistent with SVP
laws having no discernible deterrent or
incapacitation effects." They add these
further statements on this conclusion:
p. 1414' ...[T}here is little evidence
SVP passage had a discernible effect
on sex crimes.
p. 1416' ...The decline is statistically
indistinguishable from zero.......[T]he
data indicate that SVP laws have had
no
discernible
deterrent
or
incapacitation effects on the rate of
forcible rape [or] of child sexual
abuse.
p. 1422' ...Either there are no
preventive benefits associated with
these laws, or the benefits are too
small to measure with these methods.
pp. 422-23: Although our findings
may seem surprising, the results are
to be expected when the advanced age
of SVPs is taken in to account. Studies
show that, like other types of
offenders, as sex offenders age, their
recidivism rate drops. ...Interestingly,
advancing age seems to affect sex
offenders at different rates. Hanson
found that the recidivism rate of both
incest offenders and rapists declined
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steadily over time, and neither type of
offender released after age 90
recidiveted. Although the recidivism
rate of extra-familial child molesters
also declined with age, the drop was
much less dramatic until the offender
reached age 49, when recidivism
dropped dramatically.
p. 1425: We have shown that SVP
lows had no discernible impact of the
incidence of sexual homicide, forcible
rape, child sexual abuse, or
gonorrhea.
pp. 1435-36: Our findings show
that this threshold for dangerousness
has not been met. lithe state was
successfully locking up only those who
had a difficult if not impossible time
refraining from committing violent sex
crimes, then there should be an
incapacitation effect. The lack of such
an effect as demonstrated by our data
suggests that the state is locking up
people who are equally or even less
dangerous than the typical recidivist.
pp. 1424-35....[Ojur
findings
show that locking up adjudicated SVPs
is not narrowly tailored to meet this
goal. The lack of an incapacitation
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affect means that we are indefinitely
confining many people who are at low
risk of committing a violent sexual
offense if released. Our findings show
that St/P legislation is neither
'carefully limited' regarding the
circumstance under which detention is
allowed, nor 'sharply focused" on the
problem of preventing violent sex
crimes. Instead, we show that St/P
legislation is just a "scattershot
attempt" at addressing a serious
problem that results from the
indefinite commitment of many people
who would not reoffend.
ch617g17g the subjct somewhat at pp.
/427-78 Lava end MeCrar,v stats:
When constitutional rights are at
stake, however, the Court should
maintain a more detached and critical
perspective The Court retains an
independent constitutional duty to
review factual findings where
constitutional
rights
are
at
stake." [See. e.g.. L'sll//nFBorgmaniz
"Rethinking Judicial Deference to
Legislative Fact-Finding," 34 led L.J I
(2909) (arguing that legislatures are
poorly suited for gathering and
evaluating facts impartially, especially
when
considering
legislation

restricting controversial or minority
rights and thus advocating that courts
should independently review the
factual foundation of legislation that
curtails basic individual rights.
regardless of whether those rights
are subject to heightened scrutiny).
See. e.g.. Brown v 8d OfEducath7n of
Topeka, Ken, 347 U.S. 483 (1954) (where
the Court held that segregated public
school education violated the Equal
Protection Clause). In coming to this
conclusion, the Court contradicted
specific findings to the contrary by state
legislatures and courts. Indeed, in P/es'sy
Y. Fe,quson. 163 U.S. 537 (1999). the
Court had held that "separate but equal"
did not violate equal protection. Key to
the Court's decision in Brown were
psychological studies that showed the
detrimental impact of segregated
Education an minority children. The Court
held that these studies were relevant
regardless of whether they had existed at
the time Plessy was decided. "Whatever
may have been the extent of psychological
knowledge at the time of P/essyv
Ferguson. this finding is amply supported
by modern authority. Any language in
Plessy v. Ferguson contrary to this finding
is rejected." Brown, 347 U.S. at 494-95.1
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Love and MeCraryadd these thoughts
on this issue:
p. 429:
...[T]here is
precedent for using empirical studies
to challenge the constitutionality of a
particular law, even when it requires
overturning legislative findings of fact.
...[Tlhere is a robust debate in legal
academia regarding the extent to
which courts should defer to
legislative findings. We hope that our
article will lend support to the
importance of independent factfinding, especially when fundamental
rights of unpopular groups are at
stake.
In sum from the Lava B MeCrary
article, not only does the MCCTA of 1994
fail to fulfill its aim of providing treatment
to rehabilitate those committed, on a
more basic level, it fails at the elemental
aim of preventing sex crimes because
those it incapacitates through detention
would not be any more likely to commit
crimes than those not detained, and since
sex crimes have not been significantly
reduced by reason of passage of the
MCCTA or similar laws elsewhere.
Paul Oemko; "Throwing Away the Key,"
City Pages (Mpls.-St. Paul, MN), March 31,
(Continued on page 10)

(Continued from page 9)
2002, at IS, notes that between 1994 and
2002 only one Minnesota committee was
released even conditionally. Demku
quotes then-Ramsey County [MN]
Attorney Susan Gaertner as
characterizing the lack of SVP discharges
as a sign that the system is working
properly!

Thus, the MOCTA of 1994 does net fulfill
the interests claimed to support its
enactment, For this reason, it is
inherently unconstitutional an its face.
Further, any analysis of its constitutional
status as applied most conclude that the
statute also deprives Plaintiffs of
substantive due process as it is applied
under existing state-court case
precedent. For the same reason, lacking
a truly non-punitive purpose for this
reason, the statute also comprises a
forbidden Bill of Attainder as to Plaintiffs.

Paraphilia
Diagnosis:
Not a Factor of
Likely Recidivism
Excerpts from: Michasib! Fñ'stllKubertL
He/un, "Use of DSM Paraphilia Diagnoses in
Sexually Violent Predator Commitment
Gases," 36 daur. ,4uz Aced Psychivtry 11/sw
443-54 (2008) [All emphases supplied]
p. 444: "Of all the disorders included in the
USM-IV-TR, certain of the paraphilias coma
closest to the type of sexual
psychopathology defined in the SVP laws,
even though none has the requisite
predisposition to act on the peraphilio
fantasies and urges nor do they involve
volitional impairment in doing so.

!nveid!p d!aqnese puruphi!ia, assert that
there is volitional impairment based solely on
the foot that the offender has a paraphilia
diagnosis, and thus wrongly claim that the
statutorily defined SVP commitment criteria
are adequately addressed by the clinical
diagnoses. In such cases, mental health
experts have made a OEM-IV-TR diagnosis of
paraphilie without providing valid evidence to
justify the diagnosis. Instead, they infer
from the criminal sexual behavior the
existence in the offender of the requisite
'deviant sexual arousal pattern' (i.e.,
recurrent, intense, sexually arousing
fantasies and urges) that is the defining
feature of paraphilia."
p. 445: "...WE propose the following threeStep process to assist in those diagnostic
efforts. First, establish whether a paraphilia
is present; that is, provide reasonable
evidence of the existence in the offender of
the recurrent, intense, sexually arousing
fantasies (i.e., mantel imagery, that the
individual considers to be erotic) and urges
(i.e., to act on the fantasies) that are the she
qua non in paraphilic diagnosis. Second, if a
paraphilia is present, establish whether the
offender's sexually violent crimes occurred
as a direct consequence of that parophilia.
Third, rather than assuming that a diagnosis
of paraphilia implies volitional impairment,
present .positive evidence suggesting
whether the offender is, or is not, volitionally
impaired with regard to committing sex
crimes. We acknowledge that this third step
in the process - differentiating these
offenders who legitimately lose control from
those who simply choose to violate social
rules -. may be difficult, if not impossible, to
accomplish. [citing: A? A'ogs,a. A? àcAunc,
"Sexually Violent Predators: The Risky
Enterprise of Risk Assessment," 33,1 'fm.
Aced Psythhotryll/aw523-28 (2005); 0/1
Mercado. 6!/t &rns/sñi ,6 U Sthcpp.

"Decision - making About Volitional
Impairment in Sexually Violent Predators,"
30 LawS//oman 8shax'hir587-902 (200B);
110 Srhoage "Volitional Impairment and the
Sexually Violent Predator," 48 Aior. loreosho
Sc! 881-88 (2003)] It is a conclusion to
which, we believe, no expert witness can
testify with any degree of certainty and that
fact must be plainly stated to triers of fact."
p. 450: Step 3: Providing Evidence of
Volitional Impairment
"Do not assume that diagnosis of a
paraphilia implies volitional impairment.... It
is important to understand that having a
diagnosis of paraphilia does not imply that
the person also has difficulty controlling his
behavior.

"We contend that, during the process of
adjudication of SVP commitment trials, "While it is true that some individuals with
profound and avoidable errors are made by paraphilia have difficulty controlling behavior
some mental health professionals who associated with it, many do not....

"Where are no established, validated
scientific methods for measuring impairment
in an individual's ability to control his
behavior (citing 0/1 Msrcndti, OH Bornste,47
SiffFSchup,z supra]

(31% and 35% respectively). A comparable
study of incarcerated sex offenders (Hood
Shuts, Fs,/zsrll Wilcox 2002) identified 33%
as categorical deniers. Interestingly, in each
of these three studies, there were no
pp. 450-51: "In lieu of a direct assessment
differences in rates of denial across sex
of volitional capacity, many SVP evaluntions offender types (i.e.. rapists, intrefamilial and
have instead focused on the presence of risk extra-familial child molesters)"
factors that predict future sexual violence,
(p. 3): "...[C]ategorical deniers appear
on the assumption that those who are scored
to be at lower risk to reoffond,.,. (Marsha//U
as being at high risk of sexually reuffendinq Fernandez 2003)......
do so because of difficulty controlling their
"...(S]ome sexual offenders admit to some
behavior. The validity of this approach has
offenses yet maintain innocence to others,.,.
been justifiably criticized (citing: A? A°ogars.
[S]ome categorical deniers may he telling
A? Jacksc,z supra].......[ll]eving a high risk
the truth." (Ask: Why would one do this, if not
of reoffending according to one of these actually innocent of the denied charge?)
instruments does not also imply that there is
"...[D]enial might 'buy time' for the
a mental abnormality causing this high risk offender and his family to adjust to the
or that, even if caused by a mental reality that he actually did commit an
abnormality, there also exists in the offender offense. Under these later circumstances
the requisite volitional impairment in
we would expect many deniers to voluntarily
reference to committing the offenses.
change their position at some later point
"...[E]xpert witnesses testifying in SVP most likely after conviction, but that clearly
commitment trials must clearly inform triers does not always happen."
(p. 4): "Mono, Webs/ar, Wake/hog end
that there is no professional-consensus in
the field of mental health concerning what Ksy/ock(2I113) found that those incarcerated
constitutes volitional impairment nor even sex offenders who denied their offenses
what constitutes adequate psychiatric or indicated that they feared the stigma (and
psychological evidence of it ...[T)he expert possible assaults) associated with being
should also inform triers of fact that even identified as a sex offender among other
information yielded by scientifically prisoners..." (But why deny in a soy offender
generated actuarial risk-assessment commitment facility - where these fears
instruments cannot resolve the question of have no basis -except for actual innocence?)
"Since the majority of sex offenders who
volitional impairment."
deny having offended appear to be at no
greeter risk to rauffend than those who
admit (HausanOMortun-Bourgan, 2005), the
Categorical Denial idea that the motivation for denying guilt is
Means Lower
to facilitate continued rauffanding appears to
be on shaky grounds."
Re-offense Risk.
(p. 5)' ...I/epson 5 Mcrtoo-Bourqoiz
2005 conducted a second mate-analysis that
Quotes from: Jaysuc Ware. WI. Marsha//U
If Marsha/I "Categorical Denial in specifically separated categorical denial
Convicted Sex Offenders: The Concept, Its from other aspects of a failure to take full
Meaning, and Its Implication for Risk and responsibility: they still found that denial did
Treatment," Aggrssshon mid Via/sot &ha v/or not predict sexual recidivism...."
"Hones at a/ found that categorical
(Aug. 2015; 12 pages):
denial was associated with decreased
(Text, galley proof, p. 2): "[lIt is possible,
and even likely, that some of these offenders racffsnd/OQ among actuarially-determined
high-risk offenders."
[who categorically deny having committed
"Other studies have reported that
any sex offense] may be innocent..."
categorical
deniers have lower recidivism
"Barbaree and Msrsha// (1988).
rates than these who admit, b'arbarae and
reported that 2596 of their outpatient
reported a recidivism rate of
group of child molesters categorically denied Mershs//(lD88)
14% for categorical deniers compared to
having offended. /Vuiiss at at(2007) found
that 28% of a mixed group of sex offenders 23% for admitting offenders."
(p. ID): "...[t]he common assumption
attending a community clinic denied having
that these clients are more likely to commit
committed a crime,"
further sexual crimes than is true for
"[On studies of convicted sex offenders
admnitters, is not supported by the evidence."
some 25% to 30% deny having committed
"...[R)esearch suggests that denial is not
an offense. Barbarsa (/1111/) and Marsha//
predictive of raoffending."
(1094) independently examined incarcerated
convicted sex offenders. Both studies
reported similar rates of categorical denial
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